
1. Introduction
The southern high-latitude regions of Antarctica are ideal for studying the connections between climate 
and atmospheric chemistry due to the continent's distinct geographic advantages. Antarctica's great dis-
tance from major sources of pollution, the outflow of low-level katabatic winds, and the insulating nature 
of the predominant atmospheric circulation combine to maintain a relative cleanliness of the Antarctic 
Plateau atmosphere (Savitskiy & Lessing, 1979). Therefore, Antarctica offers a continental sized natural 
laboratory with relatively limited direct human influences on biogeochemical cycles.

Snow-air-radiation interactions and their link to the specific oxidizing character of the polar atmosphere is 
key to correctly deciphering the past environmental information preserved in the ice and to understanding 
the present chemical stability of the Antarctic atmosphere. Previous studies suggest that a highly reactive 
lower atmosphere exists above the snowpack (Domine & Shepson, 2002; Grannas et al., 2007), and this raises 
questions about how the basic air composition within the polar atmosphere is being altered. Unexpectedly 
high levels of oxidants have been discovered in the continental interior as well as in the coastal regions, with 
atmospheric hydroxyl radical (OH) concentrations up to 4 x 6 310 cmE  (Davis et al., 2008; Grilli et al., 2013; 
Kukui et al., 2014; R. L. Mauldin et al., 2001; R. Mauldin et al., 2004, 2010; Wang et al., 2007). These levels 
make the summer Antarctic boundary layer as oxidative as urban atmospheres, which was not expected for 
an atmosphere thought to have the most pristine boundary layer on Earth (Berresheim & Eisele, 1998; Davis 
et al., 2004). It is now well established that such high reactivity of the summer Antarctic boundary layer 
results, in part, from the emissions of nitrogen oxides ( NOxE  NO +  2NOE  ) produced during photochemical 
release of nitrogen species from the snowpack (Honrath et al., 1999, 2000; Jones et al., 2000, 2001).
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Despite the numerous observations collected at various sites during previous campaigns such as ISCAT 
1998, ISCAT 2000, ANTCI and OPALE (Davis et al., 2008; R. L. Mauldin et al., 2001; R. Mauldin et al., 2004; 
Preunkert et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2007), using the flux gradient method with very detailed NOxE  and HONO 
flux measurements above the snow, questions remains about how to best parameterize the snowpack source 
in models. Indeed, the NOxE  production rate, NOxE P  [molecules 1sE  ] and estimated NOxE  fluxes, NOxE F  [molecules 

 2 1cm sE  ] above the snow are difficult to constrain, largely because of the poorly constrained quantum yield 
of 

3NOE  photolysis in snow (Chan et al., 2018). Therefore, a robust quantification of the NOxE  sources on 
a continental scale over Antarctica is still lacking (Frey et al., 2013, 2015; Legrand et al., 2014; Savarino 
et al., 2016). The chemical reactivity of the snowpack and its connection to the overlying atmosphere need 
further study to fully understand their linkage to snow chemical composition. Previous works have pro-
posed different mechanisms to explain the nitrate photolysis behavior in ice and snow (e.g., Blaszczak-Boxe 
and Saiz-Lopez (2018) and references therein).

Chu and Anastasio (2003) suggested that the nitrate photolysis on ice is occurring in a "quasi-liquid layer" 
rather than in the bulk ice with a quantum yield E   = 0.003 molecules 1photonE  . Zhu et al. (2010) found very 
high values of 

3NOE  quantum yield from the photolysis of 3HNOE  on ice films at 308 nm and 253 K: E   = 0.60 
E  0.34 molecules 1photonE  (2 E  ) with the error representing the experimental scatter. Thomas et al. (2011); 
Thomas et al. (2012) used this simplified representation of the liquid-like layer and its chemistry to repre-
sent the complex processes occurring in the Greenland snowpack. Davis et al. (2008), developed a theory 
driven by two photochemical domains affecting the nitrate photo-dissociation, namely the photo-labile 
(with nitrate adsorbed at the snow grain surface) and buried domains. Davis et al. (2008) also proposed that 
surface adsorption becomes more efficient with decreasing temperatures. M. C. Zatko et al. (2013) followed 
Davis et al. (2008) by assuming that the 

3NOE  incorporated in the snowpack by wet deposition is ingrained 
in the snow crystal compared to dry 

3NOE  deposition, where it stays at the surface of the snow-grain, there-
fore more likely to dissociate into NOxE  after encountering a photon, and diffuse to the surface. Meusinger 
et al. (2014) followed Davis et al. (2008) to decipher the quantum yield of nitrate photolysis and described 
the micro-physical properties of the region around the nitrate chromophore affecting its dissociation. The 
nitrate contained in the photo-labile domain is consumed first, being more available than the buried nitrate, 
hindered by a cage effect. The derived apparent quantum yields for both nitrate family were very different: 
*

buriedE   = 0.05 molecules 1photonE  and  
*
photo labileE   = 0.26 molecules 1photonE  .

Bock et al.  (2016) developed a nitrate air-snow exchange model and tested it against the summer obser-
vations at Dome C, which demonstrated that co-condensation, that is, the simultaneous condensation of 
water vapor and trace gases at the air-ice interface, was the most important process to explain nitrate in-
corporation in snow. Bock et al.’S (2016) model works well at cold sites on the Antarctic Plateau, where air 
temperatures are well below freezing and in fact below the eutectic point year-round, and where no snow 
melt occurs. However, the model does not reproduce the summer observations at the coast, where the tem-
perature, relative humidity and concentration of aerosol in air and snow are much higher than that on the 
Plateau, and where snow surface melt is possible, strengthening previous theory of several photolytic do-
mains aforementioned. Nonetheless, Chan et al. (2018) developed a new model and concluded that winter 
air-snow interactions of nitrate between the air and skin layer snow can be described as a combination of 
non-equilibrium surface adsorption and co-condensation on ice, coupled with solid-state diffusion inside 
the grain, similar to Bock et al. (2016). In addition, Chan et al. (2018) were able for the first time to reproduce 
the summer observations on the Antarctic Plateau and at the Coast, concluding that it is the equilibrium 
solvation into liquid micro-pockets, based on Henry's solubility law, that dominates the exchange of nitrate 
between air and snow at warmer sites, that is, where the temperatures are above the eutectic temperature.

To date, no consensus can be found in the literature about the different forms of nitrate that would allow 
us to reduce the modeled NOxE F  uncertainties. Models usually use the quantum yield of 0.003 molecules 

1photonE  found by Chu and Anastasio (2003), therefore often under-predict the observations, for example, at 
night time at Dome C (Frey et al., 2013). A better parameterization of nitrate photolysis quantum yield as a 
function of snow micro-physical properties and nitrate form (ion or 3HNOE  molecule) is needed to improve 
the models.

A major difficulty encountered for estimating NOxE F  is that it depends upon two components: transport (both 
inward and outward to the snowpack) and photochemical production/loss. Previous field studies did not 
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separate these two phenomena, and it was argued that transport could be neglected because the photo-
chemical lifetime is only a few minutes while the time-scale needed for substantial transport above the 
snowpack is on the order of a few hours. The difficulty in measuring NOxE  fluxes is due to the rather weak 
NOxE  gradient in the atmosphere with respect to the relatively high measurement uncertainties, the meas-
urement itself being disturbed by re-deposition of nitrate, convection and ventilation. Here, to circumvent 
this challenge, we present measurements of NOxE P  [molecules 1sE  ] under controlled flux, further converted 
into area flux NOxE F  [molecules  2 1cm sE  ] to allow: i) comparison with above-snow measurements as first 
approximation; and ii) new leads or suggestions for atmospheric models.

The net flux above the snow surface has been previously estimated using the flux-gradient method (Frey 

et al., 2013): Fick's law describes how concentration gradient, 

cE
z

 , and diffusion coefficient, cE K  , of a chemical 

tracer relate to the diffusive flux, E F : E F  = − 
c
cE K
z

 (Lenschow, 1995). However, potential impacts of photo-

chemical transformation during transport in the open pore space of the snowpack and above may reflect 
on the flux estimate. Photochemical production rates, PNOxE  [molecules 1sE  ], can also be measured directly 
using dynamic flux chambers (FC). Cotter et al. (2003) were the first to measure NOxE  production rates using 
a laboratory FC experiment, varying temperature and UV irradiation, to determine the mechanism involved 
in NOxE  release from snow. These experiments did not exactly represent the Antarctic snowpack behavior be-
cause: i) the physical properties of the snow sample had most likely changed significantly during storage due 
to snow metamorphism and ii) the UV lamp used was much stronger than natural light conditions. This mo-
tivated us to conduct FC experiments on the Antarctic plateau, at Dome C, during the 2019–2020 campaign.

Flux chambers are the most widely used equipment to quantify gaseous emissions from solid or liquid 
surface sources (Besnard & Pokryszka,  2005; Cotel et  al.,  2015; Pokryszka & Tauziède,  1999; Verginelli 
et  al.,  2018), and they are widely used nowadays to assess emissions of pollutants into the atmosphere 
from the surface (Scheutz et  al.,  2008; Sihota et  al.,  2010; Tillman et  al.,  2003). A dynamic FC method 
developed to measure production rates from hazardous waste sites employs an inert gas that is continu-
ously introduced at a controlled rate while an equivalent amount of gas is allowed to leave the chamber 
(Eklund, 1992). In our Antarctic experiments, we adapted this method for NOxE  monitoring, using an open 
circuit FC with clean air injected and NOx bearingE  air at the outlet of the chamber analyzed, similar to Cotter 
et al. (2003) laboratory FC experiment.

Our study was novel in that it directly measured photochemical production rates as close as possible to the 
natural system. Such experiments allow us to measure an integrated parameter: J

NO3
  , the daily nitrate pho-

tolysis rate coefficient. In Section 2, we provide details of the experimental studies undertaken. In Section 3, 
we describe the data validation process applied. In Section 4, we present the results and their analysis to 
evaluate the impact of this method on the NOxE  production from the snowpack at Dome C and provide a 
rough continental extrapolation. Finally, in Section 5, we provide conclusions.

2. Method
2.1. Site Description

The FC experiments were conducted from December 10thE  to January 7thE  at the French-Italian station Con-
cordia, Dome C ( 75E  06'S, 123E  20’E, 3,233  m a.s.l) during the 2019–2020 campaign. At this latitude, the 
station experiences polar night during the austral winter as the sun remains below the horizon from May to 
August. In summer (November to January) the solar zenith angle (SZA) does not go above 52E  (i.e., lower 
than 38E  above the horizon).The annual climate at Dome C is mainly cold and dry ( meanE T   = −53 E  14 °C and 
surface mass balance SMB = 26 kg  2 1m yrE  ), typically with clear skies or elevated cirrus clouds (Palchetti 
et al., 2015), light winds ( speed meanE W   = 3.3 E  2.1 m 1sE  ) and mean atmospheric pressure of meanE P   = 641 E  
27 hPa, as shown in Figure 1a.

These conditions are due to a dry and cold boundary-layer flow predominantly originating from the south 
( dir meanE W   = 172 E  90°), depicted in Figure 1b, as well as being on a dome of high altitude with an albedo close 
to 1. Summer is warmer and more humid than the annual mean, and the conditions encountered during 
the 2019–2020 FC experiments were typical of the summer climatology observed at Dome C: meanE T   = −29 E  
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5°C; meanE P   = 655 E  3 hPa; speed meanE W   = 3.1 E  1.5 m 1sE  and dir meanE W   = 173 E  80°. More information about the 
meteorological conditions encountered during the experiments can be found in Appendix A.

2.2. Experiment Location and Setup

The experiment was located in the station's clean area sector, about 1 km south-west and upwind of the 
main station buildings (red cross in Figure 2) in a zone less subjected to pollution linked to activities taking 
place at Concordia since 1997. A container buried under the snow and maintained at 8  C was used to host 
the measuring instruments and all the equipment necessary for the experiments. The FC experiments were 
designed in order to study different types of snow while working as close as possible to natural conditions 
(natural snow, radiation, temperature, and actinic flux). By controlling the transport component of the NOxE  , 
their production can be estimated through Equation 1:

  
3 3

NOx NO NO
P J N (1)

where NOxE P  is the NOxE  production in molecules 1sE  ; 
3NO

E J  is the photolysis rate constant of the snowpack ni-

trate in 1sE  and 
3NO

E N  is the amount of nitrate contained in the snow expressed in molecules. Therefore, the 
objective was to study the NOxE  production from different snows, that is, varying 

3NO
E N  , and the associated 

diurnal cycles, that is, varying 
3NO

E J  . 
3NO

E J  depends on several parameters following Equation 2:

              ( , , )
3 3

( , ) ( , , ) ( , , , )actNO NO
J T T pH I z d d d (2)

where E  is the SZA; E  marks the sun declination; E  [nm] is the wavelength; and E z [m] is the snowpack's 
depth;  

3NO
E  ( ,E T  ) is the absorption cross-section of nitrate;  ( , , )E T pH  and   ( , , , )actE I z  are nitrate pho-

tolysis quantum yield and actinic flux, respectively. Although the nitrate photolysis reactions (R1 to R5) 
produce both NO and 2NOE  in the gas phase (Bartels-Rausch & Donaldson, 2006; Grannas et al., 2007), it is 
more relevant to directly referred to NOxE  . To that end, this study focuses on the sum of NO +  2NO NOxE  .


  

h

3 2NO NO (g) O (R1)

 
     

h H h
3

3 2NO NO O( P) HONO(g) NO(g) OH (R2)


  

h
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Figure 1. (a) Multiyear meteorological observations 2-m records at Dome C, Concordia station, Antarctica measured by the local automatic weather station 
(AWS-Vaisala Milos 520) and (b) the corresponding wind rose in m 1sE  during the period of 2006–2019.
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Because photolysis of nitrate in snow occurs under UV radiation (  E  300 nm with 305 nm the optimal 
wavelentgh), UV-transparent chambers are essential for the experiment. The most UV-transparent material 
after glass is polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). It is lighter than glass and therefore more practical to use in 
the field; however, it gets very brittle in cold environment. Several PMMA materials were tested to find the 
best compromise between thickness and UV transparency. We found that a thickness of 8 mm offered gen-
eral robustness and cold resistance while keeping the weight of an empty chamber reasonable for handling 
in the field ( E  5 kg). Within the different PMMAs, the Plexiglas Clear GS2458 GT (EBLA-GmbH Kunstst-
offtechnik) provided the best transparency in the UV: E  71 %E  of transmitted light for  E  305 nm (transmis-
sion spectra provided in Appendix B). The chamber dimensions (70 × 21 × 21 cm) give a volume of FCE V  
0.03 3mE  and a total surface area of FCE S  0.62 2mE  , providing enough NOxE  production to be detected by the 
monitoring instruments.

Because light attenuates quickly with depth in the snowpack following an exponential decrease, this makes 
the first few centimeters of the snow column dominate the availability of photons for photochemical reac-
tions in the UV (Brandt & Warren, 1993; Domine et al., 2008; Simpson et al., 2002). At Dome C, the radia-
tive transfer model developed by Libois et al. (2013, 2014) predicts a 95 %E  loss of light in the snowpack after 
50 cm depth at  E  305 nm (e.g., the actinic flux is effectively null below 50 cm). This defines the photic zone 
(Erbland et al., 2013) of 3 times the E e -folding depths, and the model therefore assumes a mean E e -folding 
depth of 17 cm, which is consistent with France et al. (2011) observations of E  10 cm for windpack layer and 

Figure 2. Aerial view of the station: the red cross marks the position of the experiments and the red dot the location of the automatic weather station (AWS-
Vaisala Milos 520). The dominant wind rose is shown in the upper right-hand corner. The location of Concordia station is shown in the lower right-hand corner 
(Pléiade Satellite Image—Concordia Station, Antarctica @ CNES 2016, Distribution Airbus DS).
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E  20 cm for hoar-like layer at 400 nm. We chose a chamber depth that covered one E e -folding depth for all our 
snow samples, representing E  63 %E  of NOxE  produced in the snow column.

The chamber was filled with the desired snow and closed with clamps, allowing the snow to be changed and 
weighed easily. It was then connected to a zero-air flow at the inlet and to the analysis instruments at the 

outlet using 1
4

E  ( E  0.64 cm) diameter Teflon® tubing and connectors.

The sample inlet and outlet tubes were protected from solar radiation and kept 2 to 3  C above ambient tem-
perature to avoid any condensation occurring inside the lines. The chamber was then buried in the snow, 
with the upper cover at the same height as the snowpack surface, to ensure the most natural experimental 
conditions (Figure 3).

The zero-air flow was produced by pumping outdoor air through two serial zero-air cartridges connected 
in series (TEKRAN, 90-25,360-00 Analyzer Zero Air Filter) and pushed into the FC at airE F   = 58 E  17 3 1cm sE  
(3.50 E  1.05 slpm, standard liters per minute).

Only the volume of air in the chamber should be considered when calculating the residence time, and thus 
the volume of the chamber need to be corrected from the snow porosity: 


 1 snow

ice
E n  with snowE  the snow 

density in g 3cmE  calculated by gravimetry, and iceE  the ice density (0.917 g 3cmE  ).

Snow density ranging from 0.32 to 0.45 g 3cmE  were measured and consistent with previous observations 
(Gallet et al., 2011). Snow samples porosity ranging from 0.51 to 0.59, lead to residence times,   FC

air

nVE
F

 , 

from approximately 3 to 7 min. Previous estimates of NOxE  chemical lifetime,  chemE  , range between 6.4 h (dai-
ly mean) at Halley (Bauguitte et al., 2012) and 8 h (median) at South Pole (Davis et al., 2004).

Based on observed OH and 2HOE  during the OPALE campaign, the  chemE  for NOxE  is estimated to be 3 h at 
12:00 local time (LT) and 7 h at 00:00 LT at Dome C (Legrand et al., 2014). NOxE  chemical lifetime in the FC 
experiments is therefore expected to be much longer than the residence time, making the observed NOxE  
concentrations directly proportional to the NOxE  production.

2.3. Instrumentation

The twin instruments used for the NOxE  were developed, tested and validated in the laboratory prior the 
campaign (Barbero et al., 2020). They are based on Incoherent Broad-Band Cavity Enhanced Absorption 
Spectroscopy (IBBCEAS) for the detection of 2NOE  in the 400–475 nm wavelength region. The implementa-
tion on the inlet gas line of a compact ozone generator based on water electrolysis allows the measurement  

Figure 3. (a) Schematic and (b) picture of one FC experiment in the field. Note that more detailed schematic of the experiment is given in Appendix C.
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of NOxE  after quantitative conversion of all ambient NO to 2NOE  via NO +  
3 2O NOE   +  2OE  . The 10-min measurement time used during the exper-

iments permits the acquisition of both the reference and the absorption 
spectra with detection limits of 54 and 48 x 1210E  mol 1molE  (3 E  ) for NOxE  
and 2NOE  , respectively, according to an Allan-Werle statistical method 
(Werle et  al.,  1993). Additionally, the IBBCEAS instruments were cali-
brated prior field deployment against a calibrator (FlexStream™ Gas 
Standards Generator, KINTEK Analytical, Inc.) that produced a stable 

2NOE  source, covering a large range of concentrations, from the pmol 1molE  
to nmol 1molE  range, with a slope of 1.015 E  0.006 and a correlation factor 
of 2RE   = 0.9996 (Barbero et al., 2020). Field calibrations were made using a 

2NOE  gas bottle (Air Liquide B10 - 2NOE  1 x 610E  mol 1molE  in 2NE  ) calibrated 
prior field deployment against the same calibrator FlexStream™.

The 3OE  inside the chamber was monitored using a UV Photometric 3OE  
analyzer (Thermo Scientific, Model 49i) that achieves 1.5 nmol 1molE  (3 E  ) detection limit within 60 s and 
was calibrated with an 3OE  calibration source (2B Technologies Model 306 Ozone Calibration Source™). This 
instrument was not solely dedicated to the FC experiments but was connected to a snow tower experiment 
(Helmig et al., 2020), with one inlet dedicated to the FC experiments: samples were drawn sequentially at 
flows of typically E  1–2 slpm through a series of switching valves following a 2-h duty cycle of 8 min meas-
urements downstream the FC.

The meteorological data (Figure 1) and information were obtained from the IPEV/PNRA Project, "Routine 
Meteorological Observation at Station Concordia" (http://www.climantartide.it), using an automatic weath-
er station (AWS-Vaisala Milos 520). The UV radiation was measured with a broadband UV radiometer (Kipp 
& Zonen-CUV 4, spectral range 305–385 nm) and the intensity of the UV radiation was similar within the 
experiments. SZA measurements were taken from ground-based SAOZ (Système d’Analyze par Observation 
Zénitale) as part of the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC) and the 
data are publicly available (see http://www.ndacc.org).

Flows were controlled using a piston membrane vacuum pump (Welch™ Standard Duty WOB-LTM Piston 
Vacuum Pump—Model 2534C-02) and two mass flow controllers (MKS-Mass Flow Controller 10 3 1cm minE  
and 10,000 3 1cm minE  at standard conditions: 273.15 K/1,015 hPa), also used for dilution of gas source 2NOE  
during multi-point calibration of the IBBCEAS on the field (0, 20, 30, 40, 80, 100, 125 and 150 nmol 1molE  ).

The 
3NOE  concentration analysis was repeated twice on each snow samples using an Ion Chromatography 

(IC) system (Dionex™ ICS—2000, Thermo Scientific) located in the station's laboratory, and snow density 
was calculated by gravimetry.

2.4. Sampling Strategy

Concordia is a permanent research station on the Antarctic Plateau, and scientific activities occurring in 
summer regularly involve vehicles, implying possible pollution. For this reason, two types of snow were 
collected in order to study possible spatial variability: local snow, located in the station's clean area sector 
(Figure 2) and snow qualified as pristine snow, located 25 km south of the station.

The same protocol was followed on each site: a pit (2 m long, 1 m wide, 1 m deep) was dug using clean shov-
els. The windward side was then cleaned over the entire depth of the pit. Using a small clean plastic shovel, 
isotherm boxes (scufa—115 × 35 × 45 cm—cleaned prior sampling) were filled with snow and homoge-
nized by mixing. Each site was sampled three times at different depths: 2–7 cm, 10–20 cm and 40–50 cm for 
the local snow and 2–7 cm, 10–20 cm and 30–40 cm for the pristine snow. Finally, a sample of drifted snow 
was collected in the clean area sector on the 2ndE  of December 2019 during a windy episode, with wind speed 
of 8.07 E  0.32 m 1sE  (1 E  ) from 10:00 to 15:00 local time. Scufa boxes containing the homogenized samples 
were then stored in a snow cave in the dark at constant temperature (−55  C). The estimated age of each 
snow sample, calculated following Picard et al. (2019) is reported in Table 1.

Type of snow Estimated age

Drifted snow –

2–7 cm layer E  3–10 months

10–20 cm layer E  1–2.5 years

30–40 cm layer E  3.5–4.5 years

40–50 cm layer E  4.5–6 years

Table 1 
Ages of Snow Samples Estimated From a Mean Snow Accumulation in 
Dome C of Ca. 8.7 cm per Year (Picard et al., 2019)

http://www.climantartide.it
http://www.ndacc.org
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2.5. Typical Experiment

Prior to the experiments, the empty chamber was cleaned by injecting 3OE  ( E  600 nmol 1molE  ) for 12 h fol-
lowed by zero-air flushing for another 12 h until reaching stable levels of NOxE  (0.068 E  0.012), nmol 1molE  , 
corresponding to the chamber blank and close to the 2NOE  sensitivity of the instrument (Section 2.3).

The snow samples contained in the scufa box was homogenized again and weighed once transferred in 
the chamber to obtain the density by gravimetry. 8.5–12.0 kg of snow were used to fill up the chamber. The 
densities calculated for each experiment ranging from 0.32 to 0.45 g 3cmE  agreed well with previous obser-
vations (Gallet et al., 2011).

A mechanical scale (TERAILLON Nautic) installed on a stable surface and leveled was used for the weigh-
ing of the snow before and after each experiment. A mean average loss of 1.1 %E  was measured representing 
about E  100 g of snow sample. The losses observed are not significant in our case for the need of weight 
corrections.

A total of eight snow samples ( E  25 3cmE  each) were taken randomly in the chamber before the FC was sealed, 
for each experiment. The chamber was then buried in the snowpack, taking care to disturb the surrounding 
snow as little as possible, and connected to the zero-air flow. The production from the snow was then mon-
itored continuously after the setup of the FC, for 2–4 days.

To investigate the possibility of nitrate stratification and denitrification during the experiments, samples 
( E  25 3cmE  each) at 2 cm snow depth resolution were collected from the box after each experiment (4 samples 
for each 2 cm layer were taken resulting in 40 samples).

3. Data Processing
The NOxE  measurements from the IBBCEAS were corrected for the chamber blank (0.068 E  0.012  nmol 

1molE  ) before being further processed for validation. A 2h-running mean was calculated and the standard 
deviation ( meanE  ) was determined within the same window. The data falling beyond 2 × meanE  were discard-
ed, which resulted in less than 6 %E  rejection. Clouds passing by would impact NOxE  and would not be detected 
as outliers. However, the radiative conditions were the same from 1 day to another during the FC experi-
ments. The measurements were then averaged every 20 min, corresponding to the best performance of the 
instruments to achieve the ultimate NOxE  detection limit of 30 pmol 1molE  (Barbero et al., 2020).

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the 3OE  inside the chamber was monitored using a UV Photometric 3OE  analyzer 
(Thermo Scientific, Model 49i) connected by tubing to an automatic snow tower platform which housed 
the switching manifold and the analytical equipment. To eliminate the response time after the switching 
manifold, only the last three minutes of measurements, when concentrations reach steady-state, were used 
and averaged, giving one measurement of ozone concentration every 2 h. The data were then interpolated 
linearly every 20 min to match the resolution of the NOxE  measurements.

Snow nitrate concentrations were disregarded when the absolute value of the measurement ( 
3NOE  ) - 


3[NO ]meanE  was above two standard deviations (2 E  ). 

3[NO ]meanE  is the average of repeated measurements for 
the same sample. 11 %E  of the samples were rejected corresponding to 42 of 392 total samples.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Snow Nitrate Content and NO

x Gas Phase Mixing Ratios

During the seven experiments, the 3OE  excess with respect to the levels expected from the photochemical 
NO- 2NOE  - 3OE  equilibrium through the Leighton relationship (Leighton, 1961), was not significant: from 0.7 
to 10 nmol 1molE  (details of the calculations can be found in Appendix D). Due to this insignificance, we 
concluded that the potential impact from ozone on our results was negligible, therefore, we decided that 
there was no need to discuss the ozone data.

Figure 4 shows the nitrate concentration in ng 1gE  of snow measured in each snow sample before and after 
the experiments. Drifted snow was found to be up to 30 times more enriched in nitrate than the mean of 
all the rest of the snow samples, likely due to being blown and stirred by the strong wind (dark blue colors, 
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Figure 4). The pristine snow from the 25 km site shows a rapid decrease in nitrate concentrations with depth 
(red colors, Figure 4), with less than 50 ng 1gE  of nitrate remaining in the 30–40 cm layer, while local snow 
shows fairly uniform concentrations over the topmost 50 cm (green colors, Figure 4).

The bottom layers at the two sampling sites do not match in depths due to a sampling error. The exponential 
decrease of nitrate concentration from the surface to depth is a common feature on the Antarctic plateau, 
determined by photolysis denitrification occurring in the photic zone. And indeed, the concentrations in 
the 25 km South snow samples are in agreement with previous observations taken at Dome C shortly after 
Concordia station construction (Erbland et al., 2013; France et al., 2011).

A part from the top layer sample, the local snow samples appeared enriched in nitrate compare to the 
pristine snow samples, phenomena probably due to site pollution as demonstrated by Helmig et al. (2020). 
Additionally, the local sampling area is known to have been very locally contaminated during the previous 
summer campaign of 2018–2019 by technical activity as shown on Figure F1 given in Appendix F. There-
fore, the results given by the local 2–7 cm layer sample, corresponding to a snow aged from the previous 
summer campaign (Table 1), will be considered with caution.As explained in Section 2.5, four profiles were 
taken in the flux chamber after each experiment with a 2-cm resolution to observe a potential stratification 
that would have occurred during the experiments. Samples were analyzed twice with the IC system and 
the results are shown in Figure 5. The variability observed with depth for the four different profiles of each 
snow sample is lower than the standard deviation of the measurements. It is reasonable to state that no ap-
parent stratification occurred during the experiments, thus sensible to conclude that our nitrate reservoir is 
constant.A strong diurnal variability in the NOxE  production from the snow is observed for each experiment 
(Figure 6), with a minimum around midnight and a maximum around local noon, following the daily UV 
radiation cycle. An apparent proportionality is observed between the nitrate concentrations contained in 
the snow samples and the amplitude of NOxE  mixing ratios produced as a snow with 10 times the concen-
tration of nitrate seems to produce 10 times more NOxE  (Figure 6). Second, an exponential decrease in NOxE  
mixing ratio during the experiments is also observed, potentially due the reservoir denitrification. Assum-
ing one photolyzed molecule of 

3NOE  produces one molecule of NOxE  (reactions R1 to R5) the denitrification 
occurring during the experiments represents on average 0.12 E  0.08 %E  of the initial amount of nitrate, there-
fore negligible with respect to the initial nitrate reservoir (more details are provided in Appendix E).

Two main patterns of temporal variations are observed for all experiments in Figure 6: an oscillation driv-
en by the diurnal cycle of UV radiation, called steady-state regime in the following sections, to which is 
superimposed a slower exponentially decreasing trend with a maximum of NOxE  mixing ratio on the first 
day, called the transitory regime. Below, both regimes are discussed separately. For the stationary regime, 
a comparison between the different experiments is made with the aim of better characterizing the nitrate 

Figure 4. Mixing ratio of 
3NOE  contained in the snow [ng 1gE  of snow] at the two sampling sites before and after the 

FC experiments. In blue colors, the drifted snow, in red colors, the pristine snow, that is, 25 km South, and in green 
colors, the local snow. The error bars correspond to one standard deviation, E  1 E  , over samples measurements: before 
experiment = average of 8 samples analyzed twice, and after experiment = average of 40 samples analyzed twice, both 
after data processing explained in Section 3.
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photolysis. In a second part, the exponential decrease is studied within the same experiment in an attempt 
to explain the transitory regime.

4.2. Steady-State Regime Study

Flux chambers are a useful tool for directly measuring production rates of a defined sample. Combining 
their results with other observations could lead to the estimation of a flux area.

On one hand, the instantaneous NOxE  production, NOxE P  [molecules 1sE  ], can be calculated based on the meas-
ured NOxE  mixing ratios, [NO ]xE  [mol 1molE  ], and the air-flow passing through the chamber, 3 1[cm s ]airE F  
corrected from the snow porosity E n [unit-less], as described in Equation 3:

    A[ ]NO x airx
PNP NO F n
RT

 (3)

Figure 5. 
3NOE  profiles [ng 1gE  ] on the chamber depth for each experiment. Samples were collected with a 2-cm resolution and analyzed twice using the IC 

system. Blue, red, green and orange colors correspond to four different profiles collected at the end of each experiment, and black colors to the average profile. 
Error bars correspond to the standard deviation, 1 E  , observed for each sample repetition analysis.
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with AE N  Avogadro's Number (6.022 × 2310E  molecules 1molE  ); E R , the ideal gas constant (82.06 3cmE  atm 
 1 1mol KE  ); and E P and E T  taken from the meteorological conditions at Dome C (Section 2.1).

On the other hand, our experiment works as pseudo-first order kinetic where nitrate concentration ( 
3NOE  ) 

[g 1gE  of snow], is assumed to be constant and NOxE  production, NOxE P  , is only driven by the photolysis rate 
constant 


1

3
[s ]

NO
E J  , following Equation 4:





    A

3
3

3

[ ]NO snowx NO
NO

NP J NO m
M (4)

with 
3NO

E M   = 62.0049 g 1molE  the molar mass of 
3NOE  ; and snowE m  [g] the mass of snow sample.

An estimation of the maximum instantaneous NOxE P  at local noon for each experiment is made using Equa-
tion 3, taking the last day of each experiment as the most representative of the steady-state regime. The re-
sults for the maximum NOxE  production, 

NOx maxE P  [molecules 1sE  ], as well as the results from measurements 
carried out at Neumayer II Atmospheric Observatory ( 70E  38'S, 8E  15’W, 40 m a.s.l) in summer 1997 (Jones 
et al., 2000), are reported in Table 2.The NOxE  production of the FC experiments is proportional to the nitrate 
concentration initially present in the snow samples as shown in Table 2, where linear regression for the 
pristine snow shows an 2RE   = 0.691; and, excluding the local 2–7 cm layer, the linear regression for the local 
snow shows an 2RE   = 0.999 (0.659 without the drift sample), note that the linear regressions were calculat-
ed with their intercepts forced at zero. This is consistent with previous finding (e.g., Grannas et al., 2007). 
The local snow sample at 2–7 cm depth exhibits a lower NOxE  production, and we strongly suspect that this 
sample contained absorbing contaminants emitted by the station activities (more details can be found in 
Appendix F). The NOxE  production of snow with similar nitrate concentrations, calculated over one day, is 
very similar for different snow sources (Figure 7). It can be observed that for two different types of snow of 
the Antarctic Plateau, the NOxE  production is very similar (green triangles and red squares, Figure 7). How-
ever, such similarity in production does not exist when it is compared with the Neumayer experiment (Jones 
et al., 2000), which was located on the western coast of Antarctica but at similar latitude (70  S) as Concordia 
station (75  S) (solid blue circles, Figure 7). Additionally, the conditions of the Neumayer experiment were 

Figure 6. NOxE  gas phase mixing ratios measured downstream of the FC [nmol 1molE  of air], during FC experiments. 
Drifted snow mixing ratios (dotted blue curve) are divided by 10. Red colors represent the pristine snows, that is, 
25 km South, and green colors the local snows. The intensity of the UV radiation (305–385 nm) was similar within the 
experiments and the mean value is reported in the shaded orange area. The time is given as local time (UTC + 08:00) 
where local solar sun maximum is noon.
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different to what was done for this study with the FC experiments. At Neumayer, a snow block of 0.01 3mE  
was placed 1 m above the snow surface and exposed to sun light but also to air ventilating all around the 
block (Jones et al., 2000). As shown in Figure 7, daily mean NOxE  production rates from snowpack photolysis 
are a factor of 10 higher than the values from Jones et al. (2000), which is likely induced by differences in 
experimental set-up but also in the NOxE  snow sources and photolytic mechanisms, that is, differences in 
radiation fluxes, between East and West Antarctica. The maximum NOxE P  observed at Dome C was around 
4.0 x 1110E  molecules 1sE  while Neumayer's maximum was E  0.3 ×  1110E  molecules 1sE  for similar UV radiations 
and snow nitrate concentration. As mentioned previously, the major difficulty in performing the measure-
ment of NOxE  fluxes is related to the fact that the latter depends on both transport and photochemical pro-
duction. Indeed, measurements above snow of NOxE  fluxes represent a net flux, thus include contributions 
from transport and chemical sinks or sources. Our FC design experiments are insensitive to the transport 
component. Therefore, this E  10 times difference observed at noon could be due, not only to the location of 
the snow (Coast vs. Plateau, West vs. East) and to the different actinic flux due to different concentrations 
of snow impurities, but also to this transport component. In addition, Jones et al. (2000) did not observe 
any change in the nitrate concentration after 50 h of experiment, which supports our conclusion that the 
nitrate reservoir in the snowpack cannot be photolytically depleted within few hours to few days. Addition-
ally, the snow grain specific surface area (SSA) cannot explain the observed difference in NOxE  production 
(Table 2) between the samples. Indeed, at a depth of 20 cm there was a maximum actinic flux difference of 
E  40 %E  between the most scattering snow (drifted snow) and the least scattering snow (40–50 cm local snow), 
Figure 9, which is lower than the observed production differences between the samples.

To estimate the photolysis rate coefficient, 


1

3
[s ]

NO
E J  , Equations 3 and 4 are combined and derived to pro-

duce Equation 5.

Pristine snow samples Local snow samples Neumayera snow sample

Sampling 
depth 

3NOE  [ng 1gE  ] NOx maxE P Day
Sampling 

depth 
3NOE  [ng 1gE  ] NOx maxE P Day

Sampling 
depth 

3NOE  [ng 1gE  ] NOx maxE P Day

30–40 cm 45 1.44 16/12/2019 40–50 cm 78 2.71 13/12/2019 0–20 cm 50 0.31 22-23/02/1999

10–20 cm 74 3.38 06/01/2020 10–20 cm 109 3.34 03/01/2020

2–7 cm 138 4.05 24-25/12/2019 2–7 cm 89 1.70 22/12/2019

drift 1,147 42.82 30/12/2019
aFrom Jones et al. (2000) experiment on a 20 × 20 × 20 cm block.

Table 2 
Calculated 

NOx maxE P  [× 1110E  Molecules 1sE  ] From Equation 3 at Solar Noon

Figure 7. Comparisons of the diurnal variability of snowpack NOxE  production rates at different locations for similar 
nitrate concentrations snows on the Antarctic Plateau: local snow (40–50 cm deep—Concordia station clean area—
green triangles ( 

3NOE  ), E  78 ng 1gE  ), pristine snow (10–20 cm deep—25 km south from Concordia station—red squares 
( 

3NOE  ), E  74 ng 1gE  ) on the left-hand scale; and measurements over the western coast of Antarctica (blue dots ( 
3NOE  ), 

E  50 ng 1gE  ), on the right hand-scale.
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with NOxE P  [molecules 1sE  ], the NOxE  production calculated from Equation 3; 
3NO

E M  [g 1molE  ], the molar mass 

of 
3NOE  ; ( 

3NOE  ) [g 1gE  of snow], the amount of nitrate measured in the snow sample; snowE m  [g], the mass 
of the snow sample; and AE N  [molecules 1molE  ], Avogadro's number. Results for the steady state regime, 
that is, last day of each experiment, are presented in Figure 8a. The propagated error from the individual 
measurement uncertainties are within two times the standard deviation of the calculated values (2 E  ) for 
each calculated diurnal 

3NO
E J  . On Figure 8b is shown the daily average photolysis rate coefficients for each 

experiment, J
NO3

1



[ ]s  . With the exception of the local snow sample at 2–7 cm depth suspected to have been 

polluted by the station activities, the rest of the measurements lies within the estimated uncertainties, and 
a mean ( E  1 E  ) J

NO3
  of (1.50 E  0.22) ×  8 110 sE  was found for the 0–20 cm snow layer from the 10/12/2019 to 

the 07/01/2020, to which further 58 %E  are added to include 3 E e -folding depths, leading to a daily ( E  1 E  ) J
NO3

  

of (2.37 E  0.35) ×  8 110 sE  over the entire photic zone (0–50 cm) for the same period. Those results suggest 
the same photolysis rate constant for different types of snow and snow ages as their J

NO3
  range from (1.27 E  

0.55) ×  8 110 sE  (16/12/2019) to (1.84 E  0.17) ×  8 110 sE  (26/12/2019). Additionally, the lifetime of 
3NOE  in the 

chamber against loss by photolysis can be calculated as 
3

NO
photolysis

E   =  1

3

J
NO



 , (Winton et al., 2020; M. Zatko 

et al., 2016), and is ranging from 2 to 4 years for our FC experiments, much longer than our experiment's 
duration.

Using the TARTES (Two-streAm Radiative TransfEr in Snow model) optical radiative transfer model (Libois 
et al., 2013, 2014) coupled with the SBDART (Santa Barbara DISTORT Atmospheric Radiative Transfer) 
model (Ricchiazzi et  al.,  1998)) we calculated a theoretical   

3
( , ) ( , )

NO
E T T pH  product. Assuming that 

the black carbon in the snow at Dome C varies between 1 and 5 ng 1gE  (France et al., 2011) and that it 
represents all impurities in the model, a   

3
( , ) ( , )

NO
E T T pH  product ranging from 1.36 × 2310E  to 1.84 × 

 23 2 110 cm photonE  is necessary to estimate a J
NO

modeled3


 ranging from 2.02 ×  8 110 sE  to 2.72 ×  8 110 sE  , that 

is, within the 1 E  of our observed J
NO3

  , for 300  E  340 nm.

In gas phase photochemistry, the quantum yield E  corresponds to the ratio between the number of dissocia-
tions produced and the number of absorbed photons. Nitrate photolysis quantum yield from 0.0015–0.0052 

Figure 8. (a) 
3NO

E J  calculated for each experiment. Dark blue dot represents the drifted snow, red color the pristine snow samples, that is, 25 km South of 
Concordia station, and green color the local snow samples. Triangles represent the bottom layers (30–40 or 40–50 cm), squares the 10–20 cm layers and 
diamonds the 2–7 cm layers. The mean E  2 E  is represented by the black diamond and the shaded area and has been calculated from the experiments, excluding 
the top layers due to: (1) the local top layer is suspected to be locally contaminated; (2) the 

3NO
E J  of the pristine top layer was reconstructed due to missing data. 

(b) J
NO3

  calculated for each experiment. Dark blue dot represents the drifted snow, red color the pristine snow samples, that is, 25 km South of Concordia 
station, and green color the local snow samples. Triangles represent the bottom layers (30–40 or 40–50 cm), squares the 10–20 cm layers and diamonds the 
2–7 cm layers. The mean E  2 E  calculated from all the experiments, is represented by the solid and dashed black lines.
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molecules 1photonE  , was measured by Chu and Anastasio (2003) on nitrate in ice, and used by M. Zatko 
et al. (2016) for the NOxE  production, but values up to 0.6 molecules 1photonE  have been measured for 3HNOE  
adsorbed on ice films in laboratory experiment (Zhu et al., 2010). These disparities are explained by the diffi-
culty, in heterogeneous phase, to define the quantum yield as there is a great diversity of effective absorption 
cross-sections, which directly influences its calculation. Therefore, it is preferable, in our case (snow-air 
chemistry), to estimate experimentally the product E  . In our approach, the use of FC to infer a E  product 
allows to check different snow types, depths and ages and permits to circumvent the uncertainty in both 
individual terms for 

3NOE  on ice, which is needed for models.

Assuming a constant nitrate reservoir as discussed previously, the NOxE  production would therefore be a 
process only driven by the amount of nitrate accessible to the photolysis. Because drifted snow (young) and 
snow collected in depth (old) possess the same photolysis rate under the same incident light flux despite 
showing radically different nitrate concentrations, it can reasonably be concluded that nitrate has the same 
accessibility to photolysis. This implies similar   

3
( , ) ( , )

NO
E T T pH  = (1.60 E  0.34) ×  23 2 110 cm photonE  (1 E  ) 

(with 300  E  340 nm).

Using Chu and Anastasio's (2003) nitrate ion cross-section of 1.20 ×  20 2 110 cm moleculesE  , we calculated 
( , )E T pH  ≈ 0.0013 E  0.0003 (with 300  E  340 nm) for the measurement period (10/12/2019 to 07/01/2020), 
which is three times lower than the value usually used in the models. This contradicts previous studies of 
Davis et al. (2008) and Meusinger et al. (2014) which proposed two nitrate domains: an easy photolabile ni-
trate fraction (i.e., adsorbed on the surface of ice) and a more difficult to successfully photolyze fraction (i.e., 
incorporated within the ice crystal lattice). However, our observations are consistent with Bock et al. (2016) 
and Chan et al. (2018) which proposed a single mechanism responsible for the incorporation of nitrate in 
the snow at cold sites such as Dome C.

4.3. Transitory Regime Study

The transitory regime represents the decreasing exponential trend observed over the few days of the FC 
experiments, with a maximum of NOxE  gas phase mixing ratios the first day observed in Figure  6. NOxE  
productions decrease from one day to the next with no special pattern observed between the experiments: 

Figure 9. Simulated surface relative actinic fluxes and irradiance for each experiment using TARTES model at 305 nm. 
The actinic flux describes the number of photons incident at a point, while the irradiance describes the radiant energy 
crossing a surface. Dotted horizontal line represent the depth of the chamber while the vertical dotted line represents 
the E e -folding depth, 20 cm for the 40–50 cm local snow sample and E  12 cm for the drifted snow. Note that surface 
relative Actinic flux is referenced to the enhanced layer a few mm below the surface, explaining the factor 4.
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for the drifted snow ( 
 NOx

NOx

P
E

P
 ), represents E  22 %E  for day 1 to day 2 and E  12 %E  for day 2 to day 3 while it repre-

sents E  48 %E  and E  21 %E  for the local 40–50 cm layer, respectively, both with an exponential time constant of 
22 h.

The total NOxE  production ( 
NOx totE P  ) observed in Figure 6 can be expressed as the sum of the steady state 

regime production ( 
NOx steadyE P  ) and the transitory regime production ( 

NOx transE P  ), Equation 6. Although the 
hypothesis of two types of nitrate was disregarded in Section  4.2 because it is not compatible with our 
findings, where and older snow presents similar photolysis rate coefficient as a younger snow, we still want 
to question if this transient regime could be produced by a minor family of nitrate that could be depleted 
more rapidly than the bulk nitrate. Therefore, the hypothesis of two nitrate populations is explored with 

NOx steadyE P  already discussed in Section 4.2.

  
 NO NO NOx tot x steady x transP P P (6)

NOx transE P  is calculated as a function of 
3

NO
trans

E J  and 
3

NO
trans

E N  , following Equation 1 and expressed here by 

Equation 7:

  


3 3
NO NO NOx trans trans trans

P J N (7)

We hypothesize that the nitrate photolysis rate at the transitory regime 
3

NO
trans

E J  varies with time and depends 
on a variety of parameters represented in Equation 2. However, in this experiment, the    

3
( ) ( , , )

NO
E T pH  

product is considered constant as the experiments were carried out under the full natural sunlight spectrum 
and similar temperature diurnal cycle from one day to the next during the experiments. The snow pH is 
considered to be around 5 and constant over those layers. Furthermore,   ( , , , )actE I z  is considered only E  
and E  dependent as the measurements are integrated over the chamber's depth and under the full spectrum. 
There is no indication that the actinic flux varies substantially from one day to the next within the chamber's 
depth; thus, the radiative conditions were the same from one day to another (good weather, homogeneous 
snow layer, slow metamorphism) and a 

3
NO

trans
E J  that varies from one day to another cannot explain the 

decrease in NOxE  mixing ratios observed for each experiment. Therefore, there are no reasons for a varying 

3
NOE J  from one day to the next within the same experiment and 

3NO
E J  can be calculated as an integrated pa-

rameter over depth and wavelength, Equation 8:

         ( , )
3 3

( ) ( , )actNO NO
J I d d (8)

It is possible that a thin surface layer is denitrified much faster due to a phenomenon of amplification of the 
photolysis in this layer, (Traversi et al., 2017), but that was not captured with a coarse sampling resolution 
of 2 cm.

Simpson et al. (2002) modeled the ratio of the in-snow actinic flux to the incident down-welling actinic flux 
as a function of extinction optical depth (proportional to depth for homogeneous snow) within the snow-
pack. Snow increases the actinic flux within the topmost layers of the snowpack, due to the high albedo in 
the UV region. The actinic flux at the snow surface is equal to the atmospheric actinic flux above the snow, 
whereas in the first few mm, depending on SZA, the actinic flux is either increased or decreased. For SZA =  
0E  , the actinic flux is enhanced by the conversion of direct light to diffuse light (Chan et al., 2015). Madron-

ich (1987) argued that the maximum enhancement factor is four times higher than the incident actinic 
flux. Using the TARTES optical radiative transfer model, relative actinic fluxes for each snow samples at 
305 nm were simulated (Figure 9), using specific surface area (SSA) as a function of snow depth following 
Gallet et al. (2011). No significant differences between the up-welling and the down-welling irradiance are 
observed (solid orange curve and dotted dashed green curve, Figure 9), making the travel of the light nearly 
isotropic within the snowpack (i.e., the same properties in every direction), even near the surface.

The actinic flux is thus relatively smooth and ranges between 1.2 and 2.8 times the flux received by the 
snowpack at 305 nm for the 0–20 cm layer. This variation range is far too small to explain a localized layer 
with highly photolabile nitrate that would be depleted over the three days of the experiment given the initial 
abundance of nitrate in all the samples.
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Moreover, old snows of 6-year-old should not experience such a transitory regime as the 
3

NO
photolysis

E  for those 

samples were calculated to be E  2–4 years (Section 4.2). This leaves the hypothesis of a strong denitrification.

In Section 4.1, it has been demonstrated that the NOxE  production scales with the nitrate concentration in the 
snow samples. Logically, a decrease in NOxE  production will imply a decrease in nitrate concentrations of the 
same amplitude which was not observed (Section 2.5). Expected 

3NOE  losses were calculated for each exper-

iment using Equation 2 from Meusinger et al. (2014), 




 
  
 
 

3*

3

[ ] 1
[ ]

after

photolysisbefore

NO
E J ln

tNO
 , with photolysisE t  [s] the 

experiments duration ( 
3NOE  ) [molecules 3cmE  of snow]; the concentrations before and after the experiments; 

and * 1[s ]E J  the apparent photolysis rate constant, calculated in Section 4.2. 
3NOE  losses were expecting to 

be ranging from 0.11 to 4.94 ng 1gE  , which was not detectable with our IC measurements as it falls below 
the instrumental precision (Figure 4): the least concentrated snow was measured at 45 E  7 ng 1gE  and the 
most concentrated snow at 1.15 E  0.18 E  g 1gE  . As the whole thickness of a snow sample undergoes the same 
exponential actE I  decrease, and the photolysis rate constant does not depend on the snow age nor location 
and that no change in nitrate concentration has been observed within the measurement uncertainty, it is 
difficult to explain this decrease from a variability of 

3[NO ]transE  or 
3

NO
trans

E J  . Thus, we conclude that this 
transitory regime is potentially due to an experimental interference or artifact.The adsorption of nitric acid 
( 3HNOE  ) on the walls of the chamber during the installation of the experiment could be an explanation. Zhu 
et al. (2008) determined the absorption cross-sections of surface-adsorbed 3HNOE  , noted 3HNO adsorbedE  , in 
the 290–330 nm region using cavity ring-down spectroscopy. They found that the 3HNO adsorbedE  absorption 
cross-section at 305  nm was (1.09 E  0.17) × 1810E  2 1cm moleculesE  . This makes the absorption cross-sec-
tion of  3HNO adsorbedE  700 times higher than that in the gas phase ( 3HNO gasE  ): (1.68 E  0.19) × 2110E  (Zhu 
et al., 2008), 1.50 × 2110E  (Burkholder et al., 1993) and 1.45 ×  21 2 110 cm moleculesE  at 305 nm (Rattigan 
et al., 1992). Chu and Anastasio (2003) measured the absorption cross-section of the nitrate ion around 
1.2 ×  20 2 110 cm moleculesE  at Dome C. Therefore, with a cross-section of 3HNO adsorbedE  about 210E  times 
greater than the absorption cross-section of the nitrate ion, the observed exponential decay could indeed be 
caused by the 3HNO adsorbedE  on the chamber's walls during the experiments set-up. Additionally, Rajeswari 
et al. (2016) studied the removal of nitrate ion from aqueous solution and the results obtained in their study 
illustrate the high adsorption capacity of ion nitrate on polymeric materials. It seems therefore reasona-
ble to estimate similar levels 3HNO adsorbedE  on PMMA material. A simple calculation giving the number 
of molecules of 3HNO adsorbedE  on the chamber's walls needed to produce the amount of NOxE  observed in 
the transitory regime, called NOx transE  , support this hypothesis: 1.02 × 810E  to 3.12 × 1010E  molecules 2cmE  of 

3HNO adsorbedE  , corresponding to 0.02–7.22 ppt, would be needed to produce this NOx transE  trend by its pho-
tolysis destruction. The lifetime of 

3NOE  from 3HNO adsorbedE  in the chamber ranges from 5 to 13 min with a 
enhanced 

3
NO

trans
E J  and assuming that all molecules of 3HNO adsorbedE  are photolized. Furthermore, Crowley 

et al. (2010) defined the adsorption equilibrium of 3HNOE  on ice, and, for Dome C conditions, an estimation 
of 14 x 1210E  molecules 2cmE  has been established. Therefore, the removal of 3HNO adsorbedE  would be 1,000 
times higher, between approximately 2 to 27 days, making the hypothesis of atmospheric 3HNOE  adsorbing 
on the PMMA walls of the chamber, plausible.

Another hypothesis can also be addressed: the storage of the snow samples before running the FC experi-
ments could as well be involved. As mentioned in Section 2.4, the snow samples were stored in a snow cave, 
in the dark and at constant temperature (−55  C) for many days. Therefore, it would be possible that mobile 
species, surface-adsorbed on the walls of the isotherm boxes during sampling had diffused to the surface 
during storage. Thibert and Dominé (1998) give a parameterization to estimate the diffusion coefficient of 

3HNOE  in ice as a function of E T  : E D  = 1.37 × 



2610

2 110 [cm s ]TE  . E D  = 1.5 ×  12 2 110 cm sE  in our conditions. The 

snow samples in their isotherm boxes were stored from 1 to 34 days at most, and the ratio 
 NOx

NOx

P
E

P
 from day 

1 to day 2 might seem related to the number of days it stayed in the storage cave, Figure 10a. An estimation 
of the distance that 3HNOE  , adsorbed on the walls, could have traveled at −55  C in the snow samples during 
the storage is calculated using Equation 9.

 ix q Dt (9)
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with E x [cm] the mean distance from the starting point that the molecule will have diffused in time t  (diffu-
sivity); iE q  a numerical constant which depends on dimensionality ( iE q   = 2, 4, or 6, for 1, 2, or 3 dimensional 
diffusion), here iE q   = 6 since the molecule is diffusing in every direction; 2 1[cm s ]E D  the diffusion coeffi-
cient previously mentioned and t  [s] the storage time. A range of 5–50 E  m was found at −55  C (258 K) 
(Figure  10b).With the available data, both theories proposed to explain the observed transitory regime, 
that is, 3HNOE  surface adsorption during the experiments set-up and/or 3HNOE  desorption in the snowpack, 
could agree with the observations. More experiments with different storage times and longer NOxE  gas phase 
mixing ratios monitoring may be helpful to support our hypothesis. Also, the flushing of the interstitial air 
contained in the snow samples could be a cause of this transitional regime, and to eliminate this unknown, 
the answer of monitoring instrument to 2NOE  spike tests would help identify possible "dead-air" pockets that 
may form in the chamber and result in this transitory regime observation.

Note that this does not question the previous conclusions of Section 4.2 as the hypothesis explored tend to 
confirm an experimental artifact during the set-up of our FC experiments.

4.4. NO
x
 Flux Estimates and Implications on the Antarctic Plateau

By using open circuit FC with clean air flow injection, instantaneous production can be measured and an 
estimated average daily production can be obtained. The next step is to estimate the flux per unit of surface 
area. NOxE  flux is estimated at Dome C and an extrapolation to the entire Antarctic continent is proposed in 
order to obtain a continental N-budget.

4.4.1. Estimated NO
x
 Flux at Dome C During the Observation Period

NOxE  flux is defined as the NOxE  production per surface unit area. From Equations 3 and 4, the production 
was estimated for each experiment and a relatively constant daily J

NO3
 of (2.37 E  0.35) ×  8 110 sE  (1 E  ) was 

found for a 50 cm snow thickness. In order to estimate the NOxE  flux during the observation period at Dome 
C, Equation 10, a representative 

3NOE  concentration in the snowpack is needed. Monthly snow pits at Dome 
C have been sampled for several years through the programs NITEDC and CAPOXI. A total of 33 meas-
urements from snow pits taken at Dome C during the summer months from 2011 to 2019 were averaged to 
match the observation period of the FC. This provided a robust estimate of the average nitrate concentration 
in the first 50 cm of the snowpack for Dome C to 108 E  8 ng 1gE  (more information in Appendix G).
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Figure 10. (a) %E  of NOxE  production decrease as a function of the number of days the sample stayed in storage and (b) 
Estimation of the distance ( E  m) that 3HNOE  , adsorbed on the walls, could have traveled in the isotherm box at −55  C.
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with J
NO3

1



[ ]s  the daily photolysis rate constant; E z  = −50 cm; and ( 

3NOE  ) [g 1gE  ] the nitrate concentration of 

the photic zone. With a snow density of 0.344 E  0.001 g 3cmE  for a 0–50 cm layer (Gallet et al., 2011), a daily 
NOxE F  of (4.3 E  1.2) × 810E  molecules  2 1cm sE  was calculated for the entire photic zone at Dome C during the 

observation period. Previous estimations of snowpack emissions at Dome C are E  1.5 to 7 times higher than 
what is estimated in this work (Table 3) with a daily photolysis rate constant 12 %E  to 19 %E  lower than the one 
used by Frey et al. (2015). Frey et al. (2015) scaled 

3NO
E J  computed with TUV to observations of 

3NO
E J  from 

a spectral radiometer. Additionally, Frey et al. (2013, 2015) used observed profiles of 
3NO

E J  and ( 
3NOE  ) and 

not an average value over the photic zone. Table 4 hereafter highlights the disparity of the daily average 
F

NOx
 estimated from field observations and models at both poles.Because of lower likelihood of chemical 

loss during transport or of potential dilution, FNOx
 from FC experiment were expected to be larger than the 

above snow measurements. The E e -folding depth of the snow samples may be different after the mechanical 
homogenizing, and a smaller E e -folding depth would lead to a lower NOxE  production therefore lower flux 
estimation. Using a snow block with intact stratigraphy would allow to reduce the uncertainties on the 
conversion of NOxE P  to NOxE F  . Additionally, FC air flow may be only through preferential pathways in the inter-
connected pore space of the snow matrix, which would result also in a smaller NOxE P  . A tracer spike test (e.g., 

2NOE  ) would allow to characterize the sample and constrain porosity. However, here we report for the first 
time the FNOx

 estimate using our FC approach at Dome C Table 3, and the results from our approach and 
the flux gradient method (Frey et al., 2013, 2015) fall within the same order of magnitude, confirming the 
usefulness of the FC approach. A combined experiment of in-snow dynamic FC, as described in this work, 

References NOxE F  [x 810E  molecules  2 1cm sE  ] JNO3
  [x  8 110 sE  ] Observations period Location

Frey et al. (2013) 6.6 - 23/12/2009–12/01/2010 Dome C

Frey et al. (2013) 8.2 E  7.4 - 22/12/2009–28/01/2010 Dome C

Frey et al. (2015) 9.4 - 01-08/12/2011 Dome C

Frey et al. (2015) 31 2.93 09-22/12/2011 Dome C

Frey et al. (2015) 13 2.68 23/12/2011–12/01/2012 Dome C

This work (2021) 4.3 E  1.2 2.37 E  0.35 10/12/2019–07/01/2020 Dome C

Table 3 
Daily NOxE  Flux Estimates From Observations at Dome C

Direct measurement Model-derived

F
NOx

 x 810E  
[molecules 

 2 1cm sE  ] Period Site Ref

F
NOx

 x 810E  
[molecules 

 2 1cm sE  ] Period Site Ref

Antarctica 1.3 Feb. 1999 Neumayer (Jones et al., 2001) 3.2–4.2 Dec. 2003 South Pole (Wang et al., 2007)

3.9 E  0.4 Nov. 2000 South Pole (Oncley et al., 2004) 3.2–17 Jan. Dome C (M. C. Zatko et al., 2013)

2.42 E  50 %E Jan. 2005 Halley (Jones et al., 2011) 3.3–22 Jan. South Pole (M. C. Zatko et al., 2013)

1.7 Sum. 2005 Halley (Bauguitte et al., 2012) 3.5 Sum. 2005 Halley (Bauguitte et al., 2012)

8.2 E  7.4 Jan. 2010 Dome C (Frey et al., 2015)

25 E  8 Dec. 2011 Dome C (Frey et al., 2013)

42.5 Dec. 2008 WAIS Divide (Masclin et al., 2013)

4.3 E  1.2 Dec. 2019 Dome C This work (2021)

Arctic 2.5 Sum. 2000 Summit (Honrath et al., 2002) 13–28 Jan. Summit Pole (M. C. Zatko et al., 2013)

E  6.7 Apr. 2004 Alert (Beine et al., 2002)

Table 4 
Polar NOxE  Net Fluxes Measured Above the Snow Surface in Molecules  2 1cm sE
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with surface-snow dynamic FC, as described in Figure 1 of Ma et al. (2020), would allow to better estimate 
NOxE  production from the snow-pack and the resulted NOxE F  released at the surface. Indeed, NOxE P  could be 
used directly in snowpack-air models, which simulate realistic in-snow transport, allowing the community 
to overcome the difficulty of the quantum yield estimation by directly using the E  product from the FC.

4.4.2. Annual NO
x
 Budget Extrapolated to the Continent

The chemical reactivity of the snowpack and its connection to the overlying oxidative atmosphere is key to 
understand how it influences the polar environment. A better estimation of the interactions between the 
snowpack and NOxE  emissions offers the perspective of quantifying its importance on a continental scale. 
Several studies agree that nitrate concentrations in the Antarctic snowpack are generally constant from 
the coast into the plateau (Becagli et al., 2004; Shi, Buffen, et al., 2018; Shi, Hastings, et al., 2018; Winton 
et al., 2020). Therefore, the average ( 

3NOE  ) measured at Dome C on the 0–50 cm layer, 108 E  8 ng 1gE  , can 
be taken as a fair approximation for the entire Antarctic continent. To estimate an annual N-budget for the 
continent, the daily production of NOxE  must be calculated for each day of the year. As shown by Equations 2 
and 8, E J is also a function of SZA, E  affecting the position of the sun over the year, and the sun declination, 
E  controlling the length of the day of each day over the year. The term E  , difficult to be analytically resolved 
(Finlayson-Pitts & Pitts, 2000), can be approached by calculating it relatively to a reference day, in our case, 
the 30thE  of December. here, we used the ratio  :day i day refE L L  with day iE L  being the day duration of a day of in-
terest and day refE L  the length of the reference day (more details on the calculation are found in Appendix H). 
In addition, the variability of the SZA, associated to the maximum amplitude of the NOxE  production, should 
be considered in the extrapolation and it is represented here by a cosine ratio of the solar noon sun's posi-
tion for the day of interest over the one of reference. This calculation is deduced by Equation 11 hereafter 
(Finlayson-Pitts & Pitts, 2000; Forsythe et al., 1995).

P NO V J
L

L
NOx year mean cont NO

ref

day i

day ref

i








 [ ]

cos( )

cos
3 3


(( )ref (11)

iE  is taken from NDACC and JNO
ref3


 is (2.37 E  0.35) x  8 110 sE  (1 E  ). The annual Antarctic continent NOxE  

budget from the nitrate snow-source calculated from Equation 11 is (0.073 E  0.017) Tg(nitrate) 1yE  , or (0.017 
E  0.003) Tg  N 1yE  . This is a small source on a global scale compared to natural sources, such as biomass 
burning (7.1 Tg  N 1yE  ), soil (5.6 Tg  N 1yE  ) or lightning (5.0 Tg  N 1yE  ) (Ehhalt et al., 2018). Nevertheless, this 
comparison on a continental scale with a nitrogen source of the Antarctic atmosphere, such as the strato-
sphere denitrification, is more useful to understand its significance.

Indeed, the evidence for denitrification in the Antarctic stratosphere is well established since the 90s (Desh-
ler et al., 1991; Fahey et al., 1990; Mulvaney & Wolff, 1993; Salawitch et al., 1989; Santee et al., 1995; Van 
Allen et al., 1995). Savarino et al. (2007), estimated a N-budget of (0.035 E  0.015) Tg(nitrate) 1yE  or (0.008 E  
0.003) Tg  N 1yE  coming from the stratosphere denitrification, only 2 times less the N-budget of the snowpack 
denitrification estimated here, making the snowpack source a rather substantial source.

However, McCabe et al. (2007), by studying the oxygen nitrate isotopic composition, suggested that nitrate 
was the result of a mixture of 25 %E  stratospheric and 75 %E  tropospheric origin, making the total nitrate source 
around 0.032 Tg  N 1yE  . Therefore, the recycled nitrogen from the snowpack nitrate photolysis would repre-
sent approximately half of the nitrogen atmospheric input. Furthermore, Erbland et al. (2015) simulated 
that E  20 %E  of the total nitrate mass fluxes, that is, stratospheric and tropospheric inputs as well as photolytic 
recycling, was exported.

Two scenarios are conceivable: (i) all the NOxE  produced by the snowpack denitrification are re-oxidized, 
making the balance null and closing the nitrate budget in Antarctica; (ii) photolysis destruction of snow 
nitrate is potentially an important denitrification factor of the Antarctic cryosphere. That said, note that 
this extrapolation to the continent is a first order estimate as it does not consider the differences on the 

E e -folding depth and the quantum yield variations with temperature and pH, especially at the coast; nei-
ther the latitude's differences modifying the ratios used in Equation 11. Indeed, Noro and Takenaka (2020) 
recently showed that at a coastal site called H128 ( 69E  23'S, 41E  34’E) that is located approximately 100 km 
away from the Japanese Syowa Station in East Antarctica, 50 %E  of the nitrate on surface snow is lost by pho-
tolysis. Additionally, they suggest that a photic zone of 45 cm depth is observed at a low impurity coastal 
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site such as H128, making the photic zone at the coast close to the one observed at the higher plateau. 
Ideally, a 3-dimensional global chemical transport model of this snowpack source, supported by more FC 
experiments performed at strategic locations in Antarctica, to constrain the nitrate photolysis and the NOxE  
production, may be able to answer this question.

5. Conclusion
Flux chambers experiments carried out from December 10thE  to January 7thE  during the 2019–2020 campaign 
at Dome C, Antarctica, allowed to improve our understanding of the mechanisms of snow-contained nitrate 
photolysis. A common daily average photolysis rate coefficient of (1.50 E  0.22) × 810E  s  1E  (1 E  ) was estimated 
for different types of snow samples (different ages and locations) on a 0–20 cm layer. This finding suggests 
that the photolyzable nitrate present in the snow acts as a uniform source with similar photochemical char-
acteristics and a robust average daily photolysis rate coefficient J

NO3
  of (2.37 E  0.35) × 810E  s  1E  (1 E  ) was 

estimated for the Antarctic Plateau photic zone (0–50 cm layer).

Daily summer NOxE  fluxes at Dome C were estimated to be (4.3 E  1.2) × 810E  molecules  2 1cm sE  over the 
observation period, if all NOxE  produced were to be carried out of the snowpack, which is 1.5–7 times less 
than what has been estimated in previous studies at Dome C based on atmospheric gradient measurements, 
consistent with strong recycling and inter-annual variability of snow pack and atmospheric conditions at a 
single site.

Observations here are in agreement with Bock et al. (2016) and Chan et al. (2018) theories suggesting that a 
single dominant incorporation mechanism is controlling the nitrate deposition onto snow (i.e., co-conden-
sation) and that, at cold sites such as Dome C, a young snow will have a similar nitrate distribution in the 
snow's ice crystal as an older snow.

By extrapolating our FC observations, an annual snow-source NOxE  budget of 0.017 E  0.003  Tg  N 1yE  
was found for Antarctica. Because FC measurements were critical to our findings, we argue that they 
should be increasingly used across the cryosphere to improve calculations of NOxE  budgets as it appears 
that the recycled nitrogen from the snowpack nitrate photolysis would represent at least half of the net 
nitrogen input from stratosphere and to the ocean. Knowledge gained in Antarctica may have broader 
impacts as well, as the re-emission of NOxE  (re-noxification) of the atmosphere is a global phenome-
non not limited to polar regions (McCalley & Sparks, 2009; Michoud et al., 2015; Su et al., 2011; Seok 
et al., 2009).

Additional experiments using the methodology and equipment detailed in this work can also better con-
strain the nitrate photolysis description and the NOxE  production estimation, therefore refine parameters for 
NOxE  flux estimation. Their results could help improve uncertainties in the parameterization of the models, 
in particular the E  product, found at Dome C to be   

3
( , ) ( , )

NO
E T T pH  = (1.60 E  0.34) x  23 2 110 cm photonE  

(1 E  ) (with 300  E  340 nm), and, using Chu and Anastasio's (2003) nitrate ion cross-section of 1.20 × 
 20 2 110 cm moleculesE  , a ( , )E T pH  ≈ 0.0013 E  0.0003 (with 300  E  340 nm) molecules 1photonE  . Using the 

E  product from the FC is an elegant way to circumvent the uncertainty in both individual terms for 
3NOE  

on ice. Therefore, with this technique, the NOxE  snow-source could be better defined and differences in pho-
tolytic mechanics between East and West Antarctica, and between the coast and plateau regions, could be 
addressed.
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Appendix A: Meteorological Conditions
The meteorological conditions encountered during the 2019–2020 FC experiment ( meanE T    =  −28 E  4  C; 

meanE P   = 654 E  3 hPa; speed meanE W   = 3.4 E  1.4 m 1sE  ; dir meanE W   = 185 E  79  ; and meanE UV   = 25 E  15 W 2mE  ) were typ-
ical of the summer climatology observed at Dome C. Two episodes of strong northeast wind (up to 10 m 1sE  )  

Figure A1. (a) Local meteorological conditions encountered during the experiments measured by the local AWS station (2-m observations) completed with a 
broadband UV radiometer, spectral range 305–385 nm and (b) the corresponding wind rose in m 1sE  at Dome C during the FC experiments.

Figure B1. Transparency test of different brands (UFP, PERSPEX and EBLA) and thickness (5, 10, 8, and 20 mm) of 
PMMA.
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occurred mid-December and early January (Figure A1). However, as the FC experiments are not subject to 
natural air flow, those episodes had no substantial impact on the results.

Appendix B: Transmission Spectra of Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA)
The transparency and thickness of different types of PMMA were tested using a 6850 UV/Vis Spectrometer 
(JenWay Bibby Scientific) ranging from 200 to 1,100 nm. The results (Figure B1) show that the EBLA Brand 
is the most UV-transparent PMMA available.

Appendix C: Schematic of the Entire Experiment
Figure C1.

Appendix D: Leighton Equilibrium and Ozone Production
Estimations of ozone production in the flux chambers were calculated following Leighton's photo-station-
ary equilibrium (Leighton, 1961):

     3
2NO h ( 420 nm) NO O( P) (R.D1)

   3
2 3O( P) O M O M (R.D2)

  3 2 2NO O NO O (R.D3)

Figure C1. Schematic of the entire experiment and instrumentation: the zero-air flow was produced by pumping external air through two zero-air cartridges 
mounted in series. A particle filter (PF) was installed at the inlet to prevent any particles entering the pump and the zero-air cartridges. The air flow is 
controlled using a Mass Flow Controller (MFC) and sent into the chamber. The supply of zero-air drives an equivalent amount of in-chamber air, containing 
any NOxE  produced by photolysis, out through tubing toward the downstream analytical instruments: IBBCEAS and ThermoFisher 49i, for NOxE  and 3OE  
monitoring, respectively.
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If equilibrium is reached, then the concentrations of the species involved can be derived following 
Equation D1:


 22

3
3

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
NO

NO O

J NO
O

k NO (D1)

where 2NOE J  1[s ]E  is the photolysis constant rate of reaction (R.D1) and  


3 1 1
3 [cm molecules s ]NO OE k  is the re-

action rate of reaction (R.D3). From Atkinson et al. (NIST Kinetics Database), the rate expression of  3NO OE k  

is given by 1.4 x 1210E  
  
 

  

10.89[ 1.66]
3 1 1exp [cm molecules s ]RTE  and a 2NOE J    =  0.016 1sE  is taken from (Kukui 

et al., 2014). ( 3OE  ) estimations were calculated at the daily maximum and in the meteorological conditions 
of the experiments. The 3OE  levels expected from the Leighton relationship were ranging from E  3–15 nmol 

1molE  where 0.7–10 nmol 1molE  (Table D1) where measured, confirming that equilibrium was not reached 
during the FC experiments.

Appendix E: Denitrification
Assuming one photolyzed molecule of 

3NOE  produces one molecule of NOxE  (Reactions R.1 to R.5 in the 
manuscript), the denitrification occurring during the experiments can be calculated following Equation E1:




3

% 100
NOxtotal

Den
NO total

N

N (E1)

with NOxtotal
E N  the total number of molecules of NOxE  emitted during one experiment and 

3NO total
E N  , the total 

number of 
3NOE  molecules initially present in the chamber. 

3NO total
E N  and NOxtotal

E N  are calculated for each 
experiment following Equations E2 and E3:

 A [ ]NO air x FCxtotal NOx

NN NO V
M (E2)

 



 A

3
3

3

[ ]snow FCNO total
NO

NN NO V
M (E3)

Parameters Values

2NOE  [nmol 1molE  ] 0.21–3.46

NO [nmol 1molE  ] 0.054–0.51

3O measuredE  [nmol 1molE  ] 0.7–10

E P [atm] 648–655

E T  [°C] −29 to −20

3O expectedE  [nmol 1molE  ] 2.9–15

Table D1 
2NOE  , NO and 3E O  Mixing Ratios and Meteorological Parameters, E P and E T  , at Daily Maximum Observed During the FC 

Experiments. The Expected 3OE  Mixing Ratio From Equation D1 is Reported at the Bottom of the Table
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•  AE N   = Avogadro's number = 6.022 × 2310E  molecules 1molE
•  NOxE M   = Molar mass of NOxE   = 76.0155 g 1molE
•  

3NO
E M   = Molar mass of 

3NOE   = 62.0049 g 1molE

•  FCE V   = Chamber volume E  26,500 3cmE
•  snowE   = snow density calculated by gravimetry g 3cmE
•  airE   = air density in the snow E  0.929 × 310E  g 3cmE  at Dome C

Figure F1. Picture taken in December 2018 showing the very local contamination, leading to the very different 
behavior of the local 2–7 cm layer sample.

Figure G1. Profile of average 
3NOE  concentration [ng 1gE  ] in the near surface snow column at Dome C.
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Appendix F: Local 2–7 cm Layer Contamination
During the previous campaign of 2018–2019, a localized contamination occurred near the sampling area 
during a technical intervention necessary for the safety of the agents to access the snow-covered shelter 
containing the experiments as shown in Figure F1.

Appendix G: Nitrate Snow Content Profile
Figure G1. As mentioned in the article, snow pits have been sampled at Dome C for several years through 
the programs NITEDC and CAPOXI. All the data corresponding to the observation period of the FC experi-
ments were averaged giving the profile observed on Figure G1. The average concentration of the photic zone 
is defined by the area under the averaged curve divided by the depth ( E z  = 50 cm), Equation G1 hereafter, 
with E z  = −50 cm:


 




0
3

3
[ ]

[ ] z
mean

NO dz
NO

z
 (G1)

Using the trapezoidal rule, the average concentration found was ( 
3NOE  ) = 108 E  8 ng 1gE  .

Appendix H: Length of Days at Dome C
Figure H1. Daylength calculation was made using a Center for Biosystems Modeling (CBM) model (For-
sythe et al., 1995). The model estimates daylength with error less than one minute within 40 degrees of the 
equator and less than seven minutes within 60°, described by Equations H1, H2 and H3:

   0.2166108 2arctan(0.9671396 tan(0.00860( 186)))J (H1)
  arcsin(0.39795cos( )) (H2)

  

  

    
    

     
  
  

  

sin sin sin( )
180 1802424 arccos

cos cos( )
180

p L

D
L (H3)

with E  the predicted revolution angle from the day of the year ( E J ); E  the predicted sun's declination angle; E D 
the predicted daylength from Latitude E L , here E L  = −75.06. The daylength definition, defined by the position 
of the sun with respect to the horizon, chosen for this calculation is: sunrise/sunset is when the top of the 
sun is apparently even with horizon, giving E p  = 0.8333. Figure H1 represents the length of day for one year 
at Dome C.

Figure H1. Hours of daylight over the year at Dome C.
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